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About This Game

Civilizations come and go; common men and kings they get covered by the dust of time in the same way. Monuments and
wonders crumble under their own weight. But the cultural legacy is not bygone. Stories and tales about ancestors and their deeds
pass through generations, the old knowledge is not lost forever. Soon, new societies, new kingdoms, new civilizations rise from

the seeds of the ones which predated them. Decadence is not the end.

Will your legacy stand the test of time?

Field of Glory: Empires is a grand strategy game in which you will have to move in an intricate and living tapestry of nations
and tribes, each one with their distinctive culture.

Set in Europe and in the Mediterranean Area during the Classical Age, experience what truly means to manage an Empire.
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Expand your dominion through wars of conquest and make your culture a beacon of light, but be careful though. The risk of
Decadence is not trivial. Many civilizations have collapsed for not having seen in time the signs of impending crisis. The older
your empire, the more challenges will lurk in the shadows. Just expanding your borders without carefully shaping your form of

government and culture won’t be the wisest of strategies.

Manage your Empire on a scale that fits you: adjust all the details of an important region, form provinces to oversee your
growing realm.

Construct buildings to enhance your army, the life of your citizens, and the economy. Establish and grow a trade network of
goods and resources.

The battle system is not just about who brings the larger force. Army composition and understanding the strengths and
weaknesses of you and your enemy are decisive, so is choosing wisely the battlefield and the general to lead your troops.

And, if you want even more direct control, Field of Glory: Empires lets you export and load your battles into Field of Glory II
and then load the results back into Field of Glory: Empires!

War is decided not just by battles though, but also clever manoeuvres. Simultaneous (WEGO) turn resolution means thinking
ahead to intercept – or to escape! – enemy armies will be essential. Field of Glory: Empires offers a living world where every

decision has an impact on every actor.

And once you think you are ready to be challenged, play against real opponents in one of the largest asynchronous multiplayer
system ever created.
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DEATHGARDEN™: CLOSED BETA LIVE TODAY, EARLY ACCESS IN AUGUST!:

We are excited to release the Closed Beta for Deathgarden June 19-26! Early Access begins August 2018.

New Content for the Closed Beta. Downtime and Version 1.0.0.7 Insights:

U.S.G.N. Service Downtimes. DEMO update + note about save file:
Hello all, some of you already know but we did a small update for the DEMO.
Below is the list of changes.

ver2.07 2016/09/30

Fixed: "M" key switches the control to the gamepad

The game will be 60fps all the time.

Fixed: Game freezes when the player tries to open the inventory in the loading screen.

Fixed: Font initialization upon opening the chest

Fixed: Cannot complete certain quest under some circumstance

Fixed: Icons in the inventory being overlapped.

Fixed: Demo and Released version not sharing the save data

However, upon the update, the save file is moved from
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1.
C:\Users\{User name}\AppData\LocalLow\YamiuchiProject\DungeonsAndDarkness DEMO

to

2.
C:\Users\{User name}\AppData\LocalLow\YamiuchiProject\DungeonsAndDarkness

So please find your old save file from the location 1 and move it to the new location.. patch v1.05:

- FIXED: Code leaks pertaining to certain Act combinations in regards to the main menu. Crow with Ultra Resolution
Environments now available, Free Demo soon!:
Crow is now available with ultra high resolution environments and landscapes, textures up to 4096x4096 pixels. Only available
on the PC!

Also a free demo of Crow will be available shortly, just as soon as it's approved by the Steam system.

This update includes other very minor fixes and improvements to graphics and gameplay.
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